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Dedication

With this being my first book - I dedicate this to my mother.  She has
been an inspiration to me for as long as I can remember.  Thanks Mom!
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This publication is protected under the US Copyright Act of 1976 and all
other applicable international, federal, state and local laws, and all rights
are reserved, including resale rights: you are not allowed to give or sell
this Guide to anyone else. If you received this publication from anyone
other than www.U-Discovered.net, you’ve received a pirated copy. Please
contact us via e-mail at craigwillard@u-discovered.com and notify us of
the situation.

Please note that much of this publication is based on personal
experience and anecdotal evidence. Although the author and publisher
have made every reasonable attempt to achieve complete accuracy of
the content in this Guide, they assume no responsibility for errors or
omissions. Also, you should use this information as you see fit, and at
your own risk. Your particular situation may not be exactly suited to the
examples illustrated here; in fact, it’s likely that they won’t be the same,
and you should adjust your use of the information and
recommendations accordingly.
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Any trademarks, service marks, product names or named features are
assumed to be the property of their respective owners, and are used only
for reference. There is no implied endorsement if we use one of these
terms.

Finally, use your head. Nothing in this Guide is intended to replace
common sense, legal, medical or other professional advice, and is meant
to inform and entertain the reader. So enjoy free e-book presented by
www.U-Discovered.net, and get your stuff done.
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About the Author

Craig Willard was born and raised in Frankfort, Kentucky. He received his
undergrad in Organizational Management and M.B.A. through Midway
college. Living his life as an open book, Craig openly shares pain, shame,
fears and transformations in an effort to show people that it is not what
happens to you..but rather how you handle it and respond that really
matters.

Craig has worked in Healthcare Information Technology for 12 years with
5 years as a Director of Information Technology. In this role, Craig is
responsible for day - to - day activities including coaching and mentoring
staff. This is where Craig really began to understand his passions in
coaching and mentoring.

Through his experiences as a single father searching for the balance in
work life with completing his education, Craig understands the balancing
act life requires. After losing a great job many years ago, battling
unemployment and living with friends and family, Craig has been able to
experience many less than fortunate situations. Craig has learned that
every situation is different and requires different means of resolution.
This is key to ensure you get exactly what you need and not a cookie
cutter coach.

As a Coach, Craig is a co-pilot between where the client is and where they
want to be. In this partnership, he is confidential, committed, open and
honest. If you are finding yourself in a rut, stuck in the same old patterns
that you cant seem to break, or looking to take a step in a new direction
but are unaware of how to, Craig will help you get there. What are you
waiting on? I am ready to see you "unlock your mind to a Better you.
U:Discovered, are you ready?  You can find me at:

www.u-discovered.net/
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Preface

As a person who was tired of reading a 400-page book only to receive
about 20 pages of good solid working data, I have come to appreciate the
self-help books that don’t have a lot of fluff. Instead, they’re packed with
exactly what you need to start using the information immediately. Now,
when I say immediately, I don’t mean in a few days after reading the
book. I mean, in 30 minutes. That’s right, this book should take no longer
than 30 minutes to read and be able to have a solid knowledge of
information and understanding the material.

People often say, “ I want to be successful”. However, no one thinks
about understanding what success really is. SOOOO.. as quickly as I can
tell you, being successful is about SETTING GOALS and completing them.
THAT… is success!

Welcome to my first e-book on a topic in which I have learned to hold
near and dear to me. As a Director in the Information Technology field
for many years, it took time to get warmed up to GOAL SETTING. I mean
let’s be honest, life is busy, right? As Sweet Brown once said, “Ain’t
nobody got time for that!” I used goals because we had to - not
appreciating the actual value of setting goals.

Now that you know what success is, let me show you in minutes how to
become successful at anything you want.. and I mean..ANYTHING!
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Introduction

I am sure you have been at a point in your life where you were extremely
excited to do something. Maybe you wanted to start a new company,
start working out or even lose weight. Whatever that something was, you
really wanted to accomplish it. As excited as you were, you told yourself
you would start the next day. As life always seems to do, something gets
in the way tomorrow and you push it off until the next day. That day
turns into a week and then into a month. Next thing you know, it’s a year
later and you wish you had started a year ago.

Overcoming obstacles like this can be easier to do when we are able to
understand why we do this. Essentially, we are fighting a war in our head.
Two sides of our brain are battling it out to see who wins. On one side,
our brain wants to work towards accomplishing our goal(s), while the
other side is setting doubt and fears in our mind. The fear of failure, the
fear of things being too complicated or possibly the fear of trying to be
perfect goes through our mind. So, what do we do? Well, most of us push
it off. After all, there is no imminent danger in not starting - life is
comfortable as it is. Right? And honestly, if I am not going to get an
instant form of gratification from my efforts, let's just wait until
tomorrow. That is how we think. In the end, we don't take any action at
all because we are afraid of how to proceed.

If you are truly aware of this going on in your mind, there is only one
thing to do and that is to ACT NOW! Focus on the part of your brain that
really wants to accomplish your goal. If you wait, you will continue to
wait because something will get into the way of doing it later. It happens
every day. There is nothing stopping you from reaching your goal. Why
put it off?

The truth is, we are creatures of habit, for better or worse. If we
continuously push off something we want to do, we begin to form habits
that become even harder to break. Your time is now!

As Steve Marboli once said,
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"CEMETERIES ARE FULL OF UNFULFILLED DREAMS... COUNTLESS ECHOES
OF 'COULD HAVE' AND 'SHOULD HAVE'… COUNTLESS BOOKS
UNWRITTEN… COUNTLESS SONGS UNSUNG... I WANT TO LIVE MY LIFE IN
SUCH A WAY THAT WHEN MY BODY IS LAID TO REST, IT WILL BE A WELL
NEEDED REST FROM A LIFE WELL LIVED, A SONG WELL SUNG, A BOOK
WELL WRITTEN, OPPORTUNITIES WELL EXPLORED, AND A LOVE WELL
EXPRESSED."

The effort in the beginning is the hardest part. Like pushing a car. The
energy needed at first is intense, but after you get going things get a lot
easier to keep moving. I have always said, if you do something for three
weeks, it becomes routine and is much harder to stop, like that moving
car. This is where habits begin. Once you get going, you start getting
more involved, thoughts become easier and effort is easier to attain.

I remember the frustrations I felt knowing I needed to start my capstone
project for college. I struggled so much with even wanting to sit down
and write the first word. This alone kept me from starting until I finally
took the bull by the horns and sat down to write. The beginning was
daunting. I felt the worst case of writers block ever, but then…thirty
minutes later, words were flowing out. My momentum was built. I had to
harness that momentum in order to keep the project moving forward.
How did I do this? By sitting down and setting goals for what I wanted!!

There really is never a better time to get started than now. We only have
one life to live. Challenge yourself to push off fear of failure and
perfection - just get started! Don't overanalyze it… If the goal feels like too
much, try to break it up into smaller goals. If you take action, it will build
up like the momentum of a train. If you take no action at all, you give
your brain the memory to say no again tomorrow. You really need to
commit to the thought that you are going to take action, RIGHT NOW.
Instead of letting fear hold you back, allow the fear of regret to launch
you forward, because if you don't act, ultimately, you will regret it.

Be steadfast when you set out to accomplish something. Drive through
the obstacles life loves throwing at you that try to slow you down by
getting in your way. I don’t know about you, but when I finally get the itch
to do something, I get that “britches on fire” feeling - I am READY to roll. I
dive head first into that vein and relentlessly pursue my goal.

I bought a new house last year and boy was I excited. I had a thousand
9



projects I wanted to complete. I wanted to paint, replace light fixtures
and faucets and on and on and on. As I was moving in, my motivation
and passion were second to none. I felt as if I had an IV drip of red bull
constantly feeding me energy. I was painting this and painting that. I was
replacing this and replacing that. But eventually, things began to slow
down, as did the completion of my projects. I’m sure you have been
there, right?

You see, passion as I often thought about, was the end all - be all. I would
say something like, “If you are passionate, you will get it done.” As I
began to think and study this more, I soon realized that I had it all wrong.
Well, at least most of it. Passion alone may get you a trip to Lowe’s to buy
paint so you can repaint a room. Passion alone will start momentum.
But, it is only part of the equation. If you want to succeed, to push your
limits and grow, you need more than passion. You need discipline and
commitment. I remember hearing someone say, “Passion will keep you
moving as long as things move quickly and results are noticed”. When
results begin to slow down, this is when discipline and commitment take
over. When you are disciplined and committed to your goals, you will
reach them!

Think about this, how many times have you started a project and as soon
as it got boring, you find your passion starting to fade? Maybe you got
the wall painted, but got bored when you had to wait for the first coat to
dry, so you put it off. I truly feel one of the biggest differences between
those who ultimately succeed and those who do not is how you handle
the boring times.

That moment when progress is not evident is when most fall off the
wagon. Especially when progress is related to things like fitness, where a
lot of effort is required and results are not overnight.

To add, we live in a society where instant gratification is important, for
better or worse. We want it now! now! now! And will pay/do anything if
we can get it now. You have been there - you order something online and
struggle with the delay of receiving what you ordered. I also feel we get
what we ask for but often don’t understand what we are asking for. As I
have to tell myself, things worth having are worth waiting for and
working for. Some goals are easy to accomplish, while others may take
months or even years. The journey may be long, however, what you learn
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in the process is invaluable. Don't find the easy way out! While you might
reach the goal quicker, what you lose is the lessons you learned along
the journey. Life has something to teach you every single day. Take
advantage of the learning opportunities that constantly surround you
while on your journey.

So I ask you – are you going to buckle when things get tough or are you
going to dig deep with discipline and commitment to see your goal out?
To succeed is a choice, as is to fail... which will you do?
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Chapter 1 - Understand Goal Setting

Congratulations! By getting this far.. you are engaged! Let’s get into more
details to get you in the right direction!

There is a certain level of importance in understanding how goals are
just “STEPS” in life. No matter how great your goal is, you should build
more goals upon the ones just completed. Psychologically, obtaining a
goal could be somewhat disorienting as it makes us ask challenging
questions that are important. This may even be the reason behind your
struggle to think of goals in certain settings.

Creating a goal enables you to control the vagueness of the mind and
move you forward. Goals are truly an exercise for the mind that will train
it, much like weight lifting for the body. NOTE: It is extremely important
that you DESIRE to complete whatever goal you set. If you are not
committed to your goals, there is high probability in failing to reach your
goal.

Now, let’s pretend your overall goal is “buying your first house”. For a lot
of people, this goal is HUGE. Just the sheer thought of this process is
overwhelming to many. Why? The concern with this goal is that it
requires several other goals to be accomplished first before moving on
to the next goal. For example:

1. getting your financing in order

2. getting approved for a loan

3. hiring a realtor

4. finding a home within your budget

Leaving out these goals can also potentially allow you to miss something
along the way. To make things a bit easier for you, breaking your goal
into smaller goals will allow someone who gets overwhelmed quickly to
“eat the elephant a little at a time.” Also, try not to focus on more than a
few main goals at one time. I would suggest no more than 3-4 at any
given time. Many people will tell you that a goal is only a dream until you
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write it down. If you struggle with the boring moments or those times
were progress is not evident or slow, look at the goal you wrote down
and think about how it’s going to feel when you finally get there. It may
not be easy, but I assure you, if you stay true to your goals and fight
through the no-so-fun times, the payout at the end will be great.

What is interesting and somewhat unknown to many is that the fear of
success, which involves the fear of reaching a goal, can cause major
problems! Fears are sometimes subconscious. If you find struggles in
reaching your goals, take an open look at your thoughts to see if the fear
of something is getting in the way. Try to overcome it!

When you are ready to make something happen, this is when you set
your goal and commit to it. Do whatever it takes. While long-term goals
are something some do, I advise you to think hard about them. As we
grow older and continue down the path of goal completion, our minds
develop knowledge and our feelings can change to the point that long-
term goals become dated and invalid. Consider the common 18-year old
that is heading to college and knows EXACTLY what degree they want. By
the time they graduate, they no long have the same desire to do what
they originally set out to do before college. This happens often. Goals
need to be reviewed often and adjusted as needed to stay current. Why
set a goal and accomplish it if it’s not taking you where you ultimately
want to go?
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Chapter 2 - Setting Goals

The use of the SMART goal system is the best way to obtain your goal.
Many have edited SMART to mean different things. This version I find
most helpful!

 1. Specific

• Your goal must be specific. Being specific allows your mind to hone in
on your goal, whereas vague goals tend to overwhelm. Do not set goals
like “To be successful” or “I will write a book”. Be specific to reach specific
goals, vague goals do very little.

2. Measurable

• You need to have something to measure by. Goals that can’t be
measured can’t be managed. For example, measurable could be
something like, “15% cost avoidance for the fiscal year” or “be at work 15
minutes early every day” – If you can’t measure you, you literally have no
clue if you met your goal.

3. Achievable (Action-oriented)

• You need a goal that’s achievable. Going to MARS is not going to be an
achievable goal, at least not any time soon. Nor are the chances of the
average man meeting and marrying Mila Kunis or Katy Perry. Although I
love your imagination! Setting a goal that is achievable is extremely
important, as is ensuring that it is “action-oriented”

4. Relevant

• As mentioned earlier, if your overall goal is to get a house, buying a new
car would not be a relevant goal. It might be fun, but it will not get you
closer to your dream. That is, unless you don’t have a car to drive at all.
Relevant goals allow you to drive towards a bigger goal or plan that you
may have. A relevant goal would be “get approved for a home loan.”

5. Time-framed
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• ALL GOALS need a DEADLINE. If you don’t place a deadline on your goal,
I will be willing to bet you this time next year, you will be thinking “Dang, I
should have started a year ago!”

As you create your goals, remember that right here, right now, is the
perfect time to sit down and set your goals. It is highly important that
you write your goals down. As they say, goals are dreams until they are
written! In fact, write them on papers and place them on the refrigerator,
or on the bottom of your computer monitor. This visual will do wonders
for ensuring you’re reaching your goal. Simply decide what you want, use
SMART, WRITE IT DOWN and move towards it.

Complete your goals and be Successful! Have no doubt, be confident,
you can do it!

See, I told you! You can be successful at anything you want! I assure you
that you are fully capable of successfully reaching your goals “IF" you
follow the steps above. Don’t let anyone take the value away from your
goals. In fact, I encourage you not to tell anyone about them until you
complete them, unless it is necessary in order to reach your goal. This
will keep those who want to get in the way of your goals at bay.
Remember, trust your intuition, be persistent, and make it happen…
NOW!

One word of caution, once you successfully complete a goal, from a
mental perspective, it is important to set new goals. Keep going…don’t
stop!
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Final Thought

Need more help? Draw a map of your success and fill in the route, turn
by turn, which you may need to take in order to get where you need to
go. When you write down your map and you visualize it, your brain will
start to build a path to it. When you see roadblocks ahead, work to find
routes around it. For example, your goal is to get a position in HR. One
roadblock may be that you don’t have HR experience. From your current
position, find HR related tasks and ask to perform them. This will provide
more knowledge and experience in HR that could be highly beneficial.
Maybe take on a human resource challenge for your company that will
show you have the skills necessary. By doing this, you will decrease the
roadblock and increase your chance at succeeding. If you feel like you
can’t get over a roadblock, recognize that you may be focusing too hard
on the obstacle. At this point, try to adjust your focus/switch perspective
from the obstacle to the goal. Dr. Rilly stated, “There is no obstacle
without a goal.” If you consider yourself stuck, consider it a message to
your brain that your goal is somewhere else.

Set your goals and be successful! I will now leave the power to succeed
in your hands! Good Luck - you can do it!
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